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Logicalis delivers LPARs with IBM i OS, allowing 

our customers to migrate their workloads from 

on-premise into our cloud

The IBM i operating system has been providing 

customers with an integrated environment for 

over three decades. With the integration of the 

operating system, database, security, 

programming language, application development 

tools, storage management, and more, IBM i is 

the ultimate hyperconverged environment.

As an IBM Platinum Business Partner, Logicalis 

has supported our customers with their on-

premise environments for decades with design, 

configuration, implementation, and migration 

services. We’ve supported our customers 

through generations of Power Systems: from the 

days of direct internal storage to today’s highly 

virtualized environments with redundant VIOS 

servers and external storage.

In addition to our services for on-premise 

environments, Logicalis also offers a cloud 

environment to support this robust platform. 

Today, Logicalis supports nearly three- quarters 

of a million CPW of IBM i workload in our cloud 

with multiple terabytes of memory and hundreds 

of terabytes of primary storage. With our Cloud 

Backup Services for IBM i LPARs, we’re storing 

petabytes of BRMS backups between our virtual 

tape libraries in both datacenters.

We’re committed to the IBM i platform because 

we know we know that the applications that run 

on it are critical to our customers. That’s why we 

offer our customers 24/7/365 managed services 

for IBM i, VIOS, HMC, IBM storage, tape 

libraries, and VTLs.

The Multi-tenant Logicalis Cloud infrastructure is 

designed to support customers who rely on IBM i 

and AIX on Power Systems as well as Windows 

and Linux on x86.

Access to these four operating systems side- by-

side, in one cloud environment, gives our 

customers a platform that delivers critical the 

business services.

Logicalis delivers LPARs with IBM i OS, allowing 

our customers to migrate their workloads from 

on-premise into our cloud. Our cloud 

infrastructure is built upon highly redundant 

designs to deliver the up-time and performance 

our customers require. IBM Power 9 servers are 

our latest investments, along with IBM Storwize 

V7000 storage built with all-Flash drives that 

deliver performance that often exceeds what 

customers have been running on-premise.
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LPARs are configured with CPW delivered from 

P10 and P20 tier Power 9 cores. We then 

provide 4–8 GB of memory per 1,000 CPW, 

allowing customers to select from a range of 

memory to match their requirements. Primary 

storage is delivered via IBM Storwize SAN 

storage with appropriately sized LUNs (virtual 

drives) to provide the desired capacity and disk 

arms to deliver performance starting at 500 GB 

per LPAR.

Logicalis includes a suite of Licensed Program 

Products (LPPs) with each IBM i LPAR.

Our LPP Suite satisfies the needs of most 

customers. If additional LPPs are required, 

Logicalis can provide them for each LPAR for 

an additional monthly fee.

LPP Includes: BRMS + Network Feature, 

Media Storage Ext, PowerVM Enterprise, 

Performance Tools + Manager Feature, HA 

Journal Performance, PSF 1-55 PPM, 

InfoPrint, DB2 Query Manager and SQL 

Development Kit, Query (QU1), iAccess

Family, and all non-chargeable IBM i LPPs

Logicalis Managed Services for IBM i 

LPARs

Logicalis provides 24/7/365 management of 

IBM i LPARs. Our service definition defines the 

events we monitor and the incidents we handle 

as part of the monthly fee. Customers can 

select defined request fulfillment options such 

as user profile management and system and 

security configurations.

Cloud Backup Services for IBM i LPARs

A complementary service for each IBM  i Cloud 

LPAR, Logicalis offers highly flexible backup 

services. Customers determine their retention 

policy for daily, weekly, monthly, annual 

backups, and Logicalis will configure virtual 

drives and a pool of appropriately sized virtual 

tapes to accommodate the backup schedule. 

Customers can also protect their backups with 

our optional Backup Vaulting service in order to 

off-site a copy of their backup at our alternate 

cloud datacenter.

Premium Recovery Services for IBM i 

LPARs

Higher availability is a key component for many 

customers with 24/7 requirements. Logicalis 

offers software- based replication options 

between our two datacenters to ensure higher 

availability and low RPOs if failover is required 

to an alternate datacenter.

Logicalis Cloud Design Approach

Customers who are interested in a cloud 

strategy for their IBM I workloads have many 

questions as they begin their process, including 

how much it will cost. In order to expedite the 

process, Logicalis has developed a Cloud 

Design Approach to quickly and efficiently work 

with our customers to design their solution.

This eight-step approach is designed to ensure 

a successful migration of your IBM i workloads 

to the cloud.

The process includes a review of the following:

1. Network connectivity, security, and user 

access

2. Resource requirements for servers

3. Software requirements

4. 3rd party software

5. Application dependencies

6. Data protection requirements

7. Managed services

8. Data migration strategy


